
Heraldic flags



Some different types of flags

• The Pennoncelle and the Pennon

• The Banner

• The Standard

• The Gonfannon/Gonfalon



Flag terms



The Pennoncelle and the Pennon

The armorial pennon and 
the banner were personal 
flags, denoting the 
presence of the person 
whose flag was thus 
displayed.

The pennon was borne upright, by the knight’s squire, like a 
small flag. Sometimes the arms was placed so that they were 
upright only when the lance was horizontal, but the arms could 
also be placed with the dexter side in the hoist.



The Pennoncelle and the Pennon

Pavon

Forked 
(Swallow-tailed)

Pointed

The pennoncelle was about a 
foot and a half long, while the 
pennon was about double that 
size.

A pennon or pennoncelle can be 
pointed, forked or pavon 
shaped



The armorial pennon and the banner were personal flags, denoting the 
presence of the person whose flag was thus displayed.

The pennon itself was of two kinds so far as size was concerned. One 
was smaller than the other, and used by its owner on a lance, and 
was borne by all the aristocracy, regardless of rank. This was often 
called a pennoncelle. The larger lance-pennon was restricted to 
the knightly ranks below that of a knight-banneret. The 
pennoncelle was about a foot and a half long, while the pennon 
was about double that size.

The pennon and the pennoncelle normally displayed the arms of the 
bearer, but in the fifteenth century badges were becoming a 
prominent feature in the emblazonry of the followers of nobility. 
The common man might recognise the badge, which he was used 
to, but he might not know the personal arms of his lord. Therefore 
it was often more convenient to use a badge on a pennon rather 
than the coat of arms. The pennon was the personal ensign of the 
commander of a smaller military formation, and was also a sign of 
his rank.

The pennon was borne upright, by the knight’s squire, like a small flag. 
Sometimes the arms was placed so that they were upright only 
when the lance was horizontal, but the arms could also be placed 
with the dexter side in the hoist.

The Pennoncelle and the Pennon



The Banner
Banners were borne only by the higher nobility, from Kings down 

to feudal barons and knight-bannerets. 

The banner was not displayed unless the owner was present in 
person.



The Banner
The banner was about two to 
three feet square, or if 
rectangular, about two to 
three feet deep and 
half these measurements in 
width. The earlier banners 
tended to be rectangular 
rather than square.

The dexter side always in the 
hoist



Schwenkel banner



The superior military commanders (of what we might call army brigades) 
were bannerets, the banner being the evidence of their rank. It is 
absolutely clear that banners were borne only by the higher nobility, from 
Kings down to feudal barons and knight-bannerets. Since both pennons 
and banners were personal flags, it was considered a great disgrace to 
lose one to the enemy.
The banner was not displayed unless the owner was present in person; 
but even then it wasn’t shown until he had drawn up his forces and was 
ready to fight, or was actually leading his troops with intent to attack at 
any time. The banner was not constantly displayed but advanced only as 
a war challenge.

The Banner



The Standard

The standard was not a personal flag, but made as a sign for the 
soldiers to follow and rally around. It also shows the units 
position on the battlefield. 

The standard was the war and campaign flag which was in use at 
all times and never furled. 

The standard was probably much better known to the troops 
than the banners and pennons of the commanders.



The Standard

The Harleian MS. 2358 from the Tudor 
period states:

“The Kinges Standard to be borne, to be 
the length of eight or nine yardes.
The Dukes Standard to be borne, to be 
slitte at the ende and seven yardes 
longe.
The Erles Standard six yards longe.
The Barones Standard five yards longe.
The Bannerettes Standard four yards 
and a halfe longe.
The Knightes Standard four yardes 
longe.”

These measures are not 
practical for combat and 
should be regarded as 
maximum ones. A more 
practical size would be 
about 2½-4 meters long.



The Standard – geographical 
differences in design

English Standard

Scottish Standard



The Standard – geographical 
differences in design

Continental Standards

Note that edges can be fringed or plain



The design of standards differs depending on geography.
The English standards showed the cross of St George in the hoist. 
The remainder of the field was divided in the owner’s livery colours, 
with the metal in the top (if there was a metal) and the colour below. 
The field was divided into three panels by two motto bends. It was the 
custom to put a beast badge in the first panel and the other minor 
badges were strewn over the field. The edges of the standard could be 
fringed like the banner. The end was often split and rounded.
Scottish standards are about the same except that they have the cross 
of St Andrew in the hoist and the motto is not written on bends but 
horizontally in the fly. The end of the Scottish standards were often 
dovetailed.

The Standard – geographical 
differences in design



Continental standards: The main differences seem to be that there is a greater 
tendency in the continental ones for the motto bends (if any) to be reversed, from 
the sinister instead of the dexter, and for the flies to be split and forked, 
sometimes with as many as three forks. Furthermore, while in the British Isles the 
hoist always had the national cross, those on the continent often had the arms, or 
else the standard had no special compartment at the hoist.
The Harleian MS. 2358 from the Tudor period states:
“The Kinges Standard to be borne, to be the length of eight or nine yardes.
The Dukes Standard to be borne, to be slitte at the ende and seven yardes longe.
The Erles Standard six yards longe.
The Barones Standard five yards longe.
The Bannerettes Standard four yards and a halfe longe.
The Knightes Standard four yardes longe.”

These measures are not practical for combat and should be regarded as 
maximum ones. A more practical size would be about 8-12 feet long.

The Standard – geographical 
differences in design



The Gonfalon

This is a flag fixed to a horizontal bar 
which in turn is hung from a staff. 
In Italy it was much more common 
than in Britain.

It was first adopted by Italian 
medieval communes, and later, by 
local Guilds, Corporations and 
Districts.

The gonfalon has long been used for 
ecclesiastical ceremonies and 
processions.



The Gonfalon

The gonfalon does not follow a 
strict heraldic rule and can 
display a complete 
achievement of arms or 
incorporate names, initials, 
cyphers or other non-heraldic 
symbols.



The Gonfalon – Modern Use

















Drachenwald Arms

Populace Badge

Ensign
Drachenwald Arms

SCA Arms



Insulae Draconis Knight's Crossing Aarnimetsä

Nordmark Nordmark Populace Badge



Personal arms



Making Silk Standards

 wood for frames
 elastic bands
 staplegun
 safety pins
 long paper (ikea roll for kids to draw on)
 coloured pencils
 printouts of images you want to use



• silk paille - veil weight silk

• gutta

• silk paint

• soft paintbrushes

• iron

• LOTS OF SPACE for 2-4 days

Making Silk Standards





















Making Banners, Pennons and 
Gonfallon

 Wool applique

 Embroidery

 Painted cotton

 Silk

 Paper and crayons





Get started now and bring your creations 
to events wherever you go!
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